
 

We are bringing back our custom-designed bracelet especially for 
you, Butler 53!  What a challenging year this has been, and you 
DESERVE something special!  Show your Butler pride and bond 

with your fellow students, teachers, and parents with some 
“Butler Bling!” 

 Two years ago, we created a special piece of jewelry with our local 
Kendra Scott … the “Butler Bangle.”  It was such a hit, we are 

bringing it back AND adding a few new styles with our signature 
Butler blue stone.   

For every purchase with our special Butler 53 WEBCODE  
(even items not in the “Butler Bling” suite of selected pieces),  

Kendra Scott will donate 20% towards Butler 53! 
**See the next 2 pages for ordering information and all of the 
beautiful pieces designed with our “Butler blue" that are the 

perfect gift to show our Butler pride! 

Gives Back 

“Butler Bangle”



Choose any metal to customize your piece with  
 the beautiful “Butler blue” cobalt stones.   

Perfect for holiday gifts, teacher gifts, babysitters,  
 birthdays and graduations,  

or just because you want to show your  
Butler Pride!!! 

“Butler BLING”

There is a Suite of pieces available to view in person at the Kendra Scott boutique 
located in Oak Brook Shopping Center.  “Butler Bling” can either be ordered in 

person, online, or by phone with the OakBrook team November 8 & 9. 
See below for the special WEBCODE for purchasing!

Original “Butler Bangle” -  
Kendra Scott ‘Elton’ bracelet 
available in gold, silver, rose 

gold, or black gunmetal  
with the  

“cobalt cat’s eye” stone.  $55

The updated Butler Bracelet 
-  

Kendra Scott ‘Elaina’ multi-strand 
bracelet available in gold, silver, 

or rose gold with the  
“cobalt cat’s eye” stone.  $58

The Butler “Eye of Pride”  
-  

Kendra Scott ‘Elisa’ necklace 
available in gold, antique gold, 

silver, rose gold, or black 
gunmetal with the  

“cobalt cat’s eye” stone.  $50

The Butler  
“Ring of Strength” -  
Kendra Scott ‘Eli’ ring 

available in gold, silver, or 
rose gold with the  

“cobalt cat’s eye” stone.  
$34.97

The Butler Bling 
earrings -  

Kendra Scott ‘Logan’ stud 
earrings available in gold, 
silver, or rose gold with the  

“cobalt cat’s eye” stone.  $45

** For a limited time, an 
upgraded stone is available in 

Royal Blue Kyocera Opal 
while supplies last at an 

increased price.



“Butler BLING”
HOW TO ORDER: 

WEBCODE:  GIVEBACK-02KP 
Kendra Scott fundraiser for Butler53 PTO 

(Sunday 11/8 & Monday 11/9 only) 
**This webcode is not LIVE until Sunday morning. 

ONLINE: 
* Go to www.kendrascott.com and click “CUSTOMIZE”  
* CUSTOMIZE your pieces from the Kendra Scott Color Bar 
* For Butler Bling, choose the piece (see descriptions above), choose your metal, then 

choose your stone as “Cobalt cat’s eye.” 
* At checkout, you’ll see a bar that says “Enter Coupon Code” both in your cart and at 

checkout. 
* Insert the special WEBCODE for Butler53:  GIVEBACK-02KP    then hit “Apply.” 
* For visual instructions and inspiration, please check our Instagram & Facebook social 

media pages at @butler53pto. 

IN STORE: 
*  Visit Kendra Scott located in Oak Brook Shopping Center.   
(Sunday 12-6pm and Monday 11am-6pm - hours are subject to change.) 
*  (They are located in the same wing as Williams-Sonoma, Sephora, Coach, etc.)   
*  Please note there is a limit of 10 people in the store at a time. 
*** There is a suite of “Butler Bling” pieces on display just for you, B53!   
Each piece can be customized with your choice of metal. 

PHONE: 
The style team at our local Kendra Scott is happy to take your orders over the phone and 
ship to you for your convenience.  Just mention the Butler53 “Giveback” event. 

(630) 686-9110 

Gives Back 

20% of ANY purchase will be donated to Butler53 PTO 
During this Kendra Scott “giveback” event 11/8-11/9  
ONLY by using our special webcode:  GIVEBACK-02KP

http://www.kendrascott.com
http://www.kendrascott.com

